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ABSTRACT
Using a realistic model for line emission from the broad emission line regions of quasars, we are able
to reproduce the previously observed correlations of emission-line ratios with the shape of the spectral
energy distribution (SED). In agreement with previous studies, we Ðnd that the primary driving force
behind the Baldwin e†ect b \ 0) is a global change in the SED with quasar luminosity, in that(Wj P L b,more luminous quasars must have characteristically softer ionizing continua. This is completely consis-
tent with observations that show (1) a correlation between and (2) correlations of SEDL uv, aox, auvx ;shape-sensitive line ratios with and and (3) correlations between line equivalent widths andaox, auvx, L uv ;and However, to explain the complete lack of a correlation in the diagram,aox, auvx, L uv. Wj(N V)ÈL uvwe propose that the more luminous quasars have characteristically larger gas metallicities (Z). As a sec-
ondary element, nitrogenÏs rapidly increasing abundance with increasing Z compensates for the losses in
V) emitted by gas illuminated by softer continua in higher luminosity quasars. A characteristicWj(Nrelationship between Z and L has an impact on the relations for other lines as well. For a ÐxedWj-L uvSED, an increasing gas metallicity reduces the of the stronger metal lines (the gas cools), as well asWjthat of Lya and especially He II (because of the increasing metal opacity), while the weaker lines (e.g.,
C III] j1909) generally respond positively. The interplay between the e†ects of a changing SED and Z
with L results in the observed luminosity-dependent spectral variations. All of the resulting dependences
on are within the range of the observed slopes.L uv
Subject headings : large-scale structure of universe È quasars : emission lines
1. INTRODUCTION
Since their discovery as the most distant and luminous
discrete objects in the universe, it has been hoped that
somehow quasars could be used as ““ cosmological candles ÏÏ
to measure the expansion parameters and of the(q0 H0)universe. With the discovery of the Baldwin e†ect (Baldwin
whereby the emission-line equivalent widths scale1977),
inversely with the quasar luminosity, that hope is half-
realized. Unfortunately, the very large scatter in these corre-
lations Wampler, & Gaskell(Baldwin, 1989 ; Kinney,
Rivolo, & Koratkar Porter, & Green1990 ; Osmer, 1994)
have curtailed their usefulness. What remains is to under-
stand the mechanism of the formation of quasar emission
lines well enough so that this scatter can somehow be cali-
brated in terms of observable parameters and then
removed.
A second major goal of studies of distant quasars is to use
them as probes of the Ðrst generation of nucleosynthesis in
the young universe. There is evidence of wide variations in
the atomic abundances in the broad-line regions (BLRs) of
di†erent quasars, and that the spectroscopic e†ects of this
can be measured out to very large redshifts &(Hamann
Ferland & Ferland hereafter HF93 ;1992 ; Hamann 1993,
et al. Again, full interpretation requires aFerland 1996).
1 CTIO is operated by AURA, Inc., under contract to the National
Science Foundation.
proper understanding of the formation of quasar emission
lines.
There is mounting evidence that the line strengths strong-
ly depend on the spectral energy distribution (SED) in the
UVÈX-ray range Laor, & Gondhalekar(Netzer, 1992 ;
et al. Lu, & Zhau InZheng 1995 ; Green 1996 ; Wang, 1998).
addition, many studies have found a correlation between aoxand luminosity (see, e.g., et al. et al.Zamorani 1981 ; Wilkes
but see also Franceschini, & Vio and1994 ; LaFranca, 1995
Worrall, & Morgan for discussion of conÑictingAvni, 1995
results). This link through o†ers a promising explana-aoxtion of the observed relations et al.Wj-L uv (Wang 1998 ;Here we investigate to what extent we canGreen 1998).
reproduce these observed e†ects using realistic photoioniza-
tion models of the BLR and study the degree to which the
additional parameter of metallicity must also be taken into
account.
2. LOC MODELS
We describe the BLR in terms of the ““ locally optimally
emitting clouds ÏÏ (LOC) model, discussed in et al.Baldwin
This model assumes that the many individual gas(1995).
clouds that make up the BLR have a wide range of internal
densities and sizes and occur over a wide range in distance
from the central continuum source. Under these conditions
the emitted spectrum is controlled by powerful selection
e†ects introduced by the atomic physics and basic radiative
transfer e†ects (see also Baldwin, & FerlandKorista, 1997),
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and the typical observed quasar spectrum is naturally pro-
duced.
This picture is supported by the line-continuum reverber-
ation studies that show that gas having a range of densities
must exist over a wide range of radii et al.(Ferland 1992 ;
The spectrum predicted by the LOCPeterson 1993).
depends on global integrations, over gas density at a partic-
ular location, and over radius. Results depend weakly on
the density distribution near those distributions that
produce typical quasar spectra, and they depend only some-
what on the radial distribution. This can be contrasted to
single-cloud models, which often are described by an ioniza-
tion parameter & Netzer and whose pre-(Davidson 1979)
dicted spectrum has a powerful dependence on this
parameter. The LOC models Ðt the observed spectrum
better with fewer free parameters than do single-cloud
models. But more importantly, the LOC approach is a more
physical model because unless the BLR clouds have a
remarkably restricted range of properties, we will in fact
observe the optimally emitting clouds for most lines. The
emission-line spectrum from clouds distributed in gas
density and radius is much less sensitive to changes in the
gas abundances and SED than that emitted by a single
cloud of a Ðxed gas density and ionization parameter. Thus
analyses that use a single cloud to investigate the expected
spectral variations with changes in gas abundances or SED
may derive misleading results.
We have generated extensive grids of photoionization
models similar to those shown in et al. andKorista (1997)
have integrated over the cloud properties to obtain predict-
ed LOC spectra. We did this for a wide range of SEDs and
metallicities with the goal of Ðnding the dependence of the
Ðnal LOC spectra on these two parameters. To the extent
that the geometry is independent of luminosity, this com-
parison will not be a†ected at all by the assumed cloud
distributions, for which we have just used the standard
LOC parameters : f (r)P r~1, an outer radius corresponding
to a hydrogen ionizing photon Ñux of 1018 s~1 cm~2, and
integratedg(nH) P n~1, from log nH \ 8 to log nH \ 12cm~3 [see et al. for deÐnitions of f (r) andBaldwin 1995
For simplicity we took the ionizing continuum shapeg(nH)].to be a single power law, and varied the spectralfl P la,index over the range [2 \ a \[1, which normalizes each
SED to have the same number of photons s~1 below 912 A .
Our prescription for abundances is given in whereTable 1,
““ metals ÏÏ refers to all elements except H, He, and N. These
variations with increasing Z (metals per H relative to the
solar abundance ratio) are similar to the galacticHF93
chemical enrichment models whose major feature is that
nitrogen is built up as a delayed secondary element at a rate
of N/H \ b(Z)Z2 with b(Z) \ 1. Here we have chosen
b(Z) \ b \ 0.5, consistent with the rapid star formation
TABLE 1
ABUNDANCE SETSa
Z Metals/H N/H He/H
0.2 . . . . . . 0.2 0.020 0.942
0.5 . . . . . . 0.5 0.125 0.964
1 . . . . . . . . 1.0 0.500 1.000
2 . . . . . . . . 2.0 2.000 1.072
5 . . . . . . . . 5.0 12.500 1.290
10 . . . . . . 10.0 50.000 1.652
a Ratios X/H relative to solar.
enrichment models presented in This particularHF93.
choice of b(Z) does not a†ect the structure of the cloud or
the strengths of any nonnitrogen lines in any signiÐcant
manner. The helium abundance is scaled gently with Z as in
however, for simplicity we have chosen to scale allHF93;
metals (excluding N) with Z from solar abundances.
shows the results for some of the stronger UVFigure 1
lines. The upper panels show predicted equivalent widths as
a function of a and Z, while the bottom panels show corre-
sponding intensity ratios. As stressed by the strengthHF93,
of N V j1240 relative to either C IV j1549 or He II j1640 is a
good metallicity indicator, as can be seen in the lower left-
hand panel. The lower right-hand panel shows these same
ratios for Z\ 1 and various continuum shapes. The
N V/He II and N V/C IV line ratios have little dependence on
a. Although the N V/He II ratio does become sensitive to the
continuum shape if a UV bump is introduced (factor of B2
variation ; see also et al. these variations areFerland 1996),
relatively small compared to the order-of-magnitude range
of observed ratios. The N V/C IV ratio is virtually indepen-
dent (^0.05 dex) of any reasonable quasar continuum.
Conversely, the ratios Lya/C IV and Lya/O VI j1034 are not
a†ected much at all by changes in the metallicity but
depend strongly on the continuum shape, which shows the
steepest dependence on a of any of the ratios of strong lines
that we examined.
There are several reasons for these dependencies. The
O VI and C IV lines have ionization potentials much higher
than hydrogen. The abundance of these ions relative to
hydrogen is sensitive to the form of the continuum between
13.6 and 100 eV. This was the basis of the earlier investiga-
tions by et al. and others. TheZheng (1995), Green (1996),
intensities of these lines depend only weakly on the metal-
licity because of the strong thermostat e†ect introduced by
such strong cooling lines. As the abundance of C or O goes
up, the gas cools more e†ectively, and therefore the tem-
perature falls as the stronger lines maintain or even dimin-
ish in their intensities. Nitrogen lines do introduce a strong
metallicity dependence since N is initially a rare element
and its abundance relative to hydrogen goes up as the
square of the overall metallicity. This large increase in
abundance does allow the N V to grow stronger as it takes
on more of the cooling. The equivalent width of He II j1640
diminishes with increasing Z as the metals become increas-
ingly important sources of opacity. To a lesser degree this is
also true of Lya j1216.
et al. and Ferland, & PetersonFerland (1992) Shields,
pointed out that Lya may be signiÐcantly contami-(1995)
nated with other emission (including C III j1176, S III j1190,
S V] j1198, Si III j1207, and especially He II j1216 and O V]
j1218). However, the model predictions Ðnd that these are
contaminants at the level of 8%È15% the intensity of Lya
over the full range in SED and Z shown in OurFigure 1.
models predict a similar level of contamination to O VI
j1034 because of Lyb j1025. Neither set of contaminants is
important to the results presented here.
In addition to the results shown in we alsoFigure 1,
examined the behavior of the equivalent widths of the j1400
(sum of Si IV j1397, O IV] j1402, and S IV] j1405) and j1900
(sum of C III] j1909, Si III] j1892, and Al III j1860) blends,
as well as the behavior of Mg II j2800, and of all intensity
ratios between the di†erent lines. Note that the predicted
strength of the j1900 blend does not include emission from
Fe III UV 34, a major contributor to this blend in some
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FIG. 1.ÈEquivalent widths for full geometric source coverage and intensity ratios from LOC models : (a) vs. log Z, for a \ 1.4 ; (b) log vs. a, for logWj WjZ\ 0 ; (c) log ratio vs. log Z, for a \ 1.4 ; (d) log ratio vs. a, for log Z\ 0.
quasars et al. et al. The four(Baldwin 1996 ; Laor 1997).
intensity ratios shown in Figures and were chosen1c 1d
because they had the strongest dependence on either a or Z,
and therefore will give the best leverage for measuring these
underlying parameters.
3. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
It is possible to test the model results directly with respect
to a. The work of et al. and et al.Zheng (1995) Wang (1998)
shows that the intensity ratios O VI/Lya and C IV/Lya
directly correlate with an observed indicator of the shape of
the ionizing continuum, et al. show thataox. Wang (1998)their C IV/Lya data set can be Ðtted by single-cloud models,
provided they choose the correct ionization parameter and
gas density. shows that the results from the LOCFigure 2
simulations, with Z\ 1, also generally reproduce the
observed trends in these intensity ratios, but without
requiring adjustable parameters.
Many studies have now conÐrmed the existence of Wj-L uvcorrelations for most of the strong emission lines in quasar
spectra. These results are summarized in columns (4) and (6)
of which list the observed slopes and intercepts ofTable 2,
these correlations taken from the references cited in column
(7). These observed relationships are such that the strongest
e†ect is seen in O VI followed by C IV, He II, and then Lya.
shows that the same sequence results from theFigure 1b
LOC models, on the assumption that a increases (spectrum
becomes softer) with increasing luminosity. This lends cre-
dence to the idea that the Baldwin e†ect is at least in part
due to a systematic change in the incident continuum shape
with luminosity.
However, there is a glaring discrepancy between the pre-
dicted trends in Figures and and the observed behav-1b 1d
ior of the N V j1240 line. The LOC models (and for that
matter any single-cloud model) predict that V) shouldWj(N
FIG. 2.ÈComparison of LOC results for Z\ 1 to observed C IV/Lya
et al. and O VI/Lya et al.(Wang 1998), (Zheng 1995).
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TABLE 2
MODELED AND OBSERVED CORRELATIONS
SLOPE b CONSTANT c
y x Modela Obsa Modela Obsa REFERENCES
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)









log Wj(O VI) . . . . . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] [0.30 1.60 7[0.15 1.43 3
[0.27 4
[0.30 6
log [L l(1550)/1030][ [0.8 [0.22 1.43log [L l(1550)/1030]\ [0.8 [0.16 1.47log Wj(N V) . . . . . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] [0.04 1.12 3
D0 1.36 1
[0.07 6
log [L l(1550)/1030][ 1 [0.047 0.828log [L l(1550)/1030]\ 1 0 0.863log Wj(He II) . . . . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] [0.17 [0.20 0.727 0.77 3[0.20 6
log Wj(j1400) . . . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] [0.13 [0.12 0.985 4[0.25 1.26 3
log Wj(j1900) . . . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] [0.11 4[0.17 1.52 3
[0.05 1
log [L l(1550)/1030][ [0.8 [0.083 1.35log [L l(1550)/1030]\ [0.8 0 1.41log Wj(Mg II) . . . . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] [0.092 [0.05 1.45 4[0.08 5
log (Lya/C IV) . . . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] 0.10 0.12 0.314 0.42 10.09 0.25 2
log (j1900/C IV) . . . . . . log [L l(1550)/1030] 0.20 1log [L l(1550)/1030][ [0.8 0.12 [0.29log [L l(1550)/1030]\ [0.8 0.20 [0.23log (N V/He II) . . . . . . . log (N V/C IV) 0.88 0.90 0.829 0.87 8
log (Lya/C IV) . . . . . . . . aox 0.89 [1.01log (Lya/O VI) . . . . . . . . aox 0.74 [0.38 7a
ox
[ 1.4 1.06 [1.04
a
ox
\ 1.4 0.66 [0.478
a Col. (3)È(6) give results for linear list squares Ðts to y \ c] bx. The model results assume q0\ 0.REFERENCES.È(1) Porter, & Green Continuum measured at 1450 (2) Rivolo, &Osmer, 1994. A , q0\ 0.5. Kinney,Koratkar Continuum measured locally, (3) et al. Continuum measured at 1350 Limited1990. q0\ 1. Laor 1995. A .(1.5È3 dex) range in (4) Lanzetta, & Turnshek Continuum measured at 1450 (5) etL uv, q0\ 0. Espey, 1993. A . Zamoranial. Limited (2È2.8 dex) range in Continuum measured locally, (6) (7) Kriss, &1992. L uv. q0\ 1. Turnshek 1997. Zheng,Davidson Continuum measured at 1550 (8) & Ferland1995. A , q0\ 1. Hamann 1993.
vary as strongly with a (and therefore with luminosity) as
does IV), whereas the observations show almost noWj(Ccorrelation with Equivalently, N V/C IV should beL uv.nearly independent of but the work of shows thatL uv, HF93higher values of N V/C IV are systematically found at higher
redshifts and/or higher L . Figure 6 of et al.Osmer (1994)
clearly shows the near absence of an V)- relation,Wj(N L uvand the correspondingly strong dependence of N V/C IV on
luminosity, for high-redshift quasars. This must mean that
continuum shape is not the only parameter.
4. METALLICITY AS A SECOND PARAMETER
Figures and suggest the following solution : while1a 1b
the of most lines diminish with increasing luminosityWjbecause of a systematic softening of the SED, a systematic
increase in the gas metallicity Z (and N/H P Z2) with
quasar luminosity could, in the case of N V, compensate for
this loss and result in a that is roughly constant with theWjquasar luminosity. Note that V) decreases by roughlyWj(N0.8 dex over the range of 1.2\ a \ 1.8, while it increases by
virtually the same amount over the range of 1 \ Z\ 10.
The range in a was chosen to represent the observed range
for quasars et al. et al. The(Zamorani 1981 ; Wilkes 1994).
range in Z is within the range that might be at least reason-
able according to population synthesis models and(HF93),
a detailed study by et al. shows that in someFerland (1996)
quasars Z must be greater than at least 5. Thus for the
observed range of SEDs, there is a reasonable range in
N/H P Z2 that can o†set the expected change in V),Wj(Nprovided that both SED and Z depend on L .
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The models do not tell us how to map a into L . For the
present study, we simply adopt the empirical relationaox-Lfound by et al. thus we adopt their choice ofWilkes (1994) ;
km s~1 Mpc~1 and This gives the e†ectiveH0\ 50 q0 \ 0.2500 to 2 keV continuum slope we made a slightA (aox) ;adjustment in its logarithmic zero point to reference the
continuum luminosity at 1550 Since the line equivalentA .
widths and continuum shape-sensitive line ratios are
observed to correlate with the latter must be stronglyaox,correlated with the true measure of the hardness of the
ionizing continuum. et al. deÐned an aWang (1998) auvx,measure of the ratio of Ñuxes at 1350 and 1 keV, closer toA
the ionizing photons and reaffirmed this assertion in a large
sample of quasars.
As an initial guess at the L -Z relation, we assumed a
metallicity of ZB 1 for the lowest luminosity sources and
ZB 10 for the highest. This is consistent with the slopes of
the N V/C IV and N V/He II dependences on given byL uv(their Fig. 7) when mapped back to metallicity ZHF93
using our Since L and are also correlated, weFigure 1a. aoxsimply assigned Z\ 1 to Z\ 10 to andaox\ 1.2, aox\ 1.8,a power law in and Z in between. Then using theaoxrelationship between and this example resultsL l(1550) aox,in the simple power-law relation log Z\ 0.183 log
The range in and Z results in a[L l(1550)/1030]] 0.477. aoxrange in of 1027.40 to 1032.85 ergs s~1 Hz~1.L l(1550)In the spectral simulations, we assumed a simple power-
law continuum SED, and so is identical to a : 1.2, 1.4, 1.6,aox1.8. In accordance with the above expression each power-
law SED was then assigned to its respective metallicity Z : 1,
2, 5, 10. Four separate grids of cloud emission were then
computed and integrated, as described above. The resulting
predicted emission line/continuum relations and their
observed counterparts are given in In each case theTable 2.
predicted relationships were Ðtted with a straight line,
which was usually a good approximation. The slopes b
and intercepts c are listed in the Table, where the Ðt is to
y \ c] bx. In four cases, a signiÐcant break in the slope of
the predicted relation forced a double power-law Ðt, and
both relations are given. The simulated for each emis-Wjsion line is referenced to the continuum at 1215 and aA
global covering fraction of 0.5 is assumed. These a†ect only
the intercepts and not the slopes. Finally, we point out that
relationships involving in are not strictlyL l(1550) Table 2comparable, since di†erent investigators (col. [7]) assumed
di†erent values of the deceleration parameter (allq0assumed km s~1 Mpc~1). When known, theH0\ 50assumed values of are listed in the footnotes ofq0 Table 2.The e†ect of di†erent choices of is nonuniform in theq0plane, and its e†ect on the slope can beWj-L uv Wj-L uvcomparable to the typically quoted uncertainty in the
slopeÏs measurement of ^0.04.
Given the simplicity of our assumptions, the predicted
relationships match the observed ones surprisingly well.
The general lack of a relationship in N V and theWj-L uvtrends in the di†erent slopes for di†erent lines are repro-
duced. We note that while the overall behavior of the
N V/He II versus N V/C IV relationship is matched very well
by our models, we do not reproduce the highest observed
values. The primary reason for this is that our models do
not predict a large enough V) at a given Of theWj(N L uv.lines studied here, this line will be by far the most sensitive
to the choice of abundances (see Under ourFig. 1b).
hypothesis, our simulations also predict that the line ratios
Lya/C IV and j1900/C IV should increase with increasing
as is observed et al. This is simply aL uv, (Osmer 1994).result of di†ering slopes of their respective relations.Wj-L uvMany investigators have suggested this change in the spec-
trum to be because of a shift in the ionization parameter to
lower values at larger (see, e.g., & FerlandL uv Mushotzkyhowever, we would argue that this change in the line1984) ;
spectrum is due to a characteristic shift to softer incident
continua and higher Z with increasing Of these twoL uv.e†ects, the metallicity has the largest impact on the j1900/
C IV ratio. Observationally, the challenge will be to tighten
these and other key global relationships. shows thatTable 2
these stronger lines of quasars do carry sufficient informa-
tion to constrain the proposed evolution of the SED and Z
with L .
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have shown here that including a Z-L e†ect in addi-
tion to an SED-L relation allows us to simultaneously
reproduce the observed correlations with L of the equiva-
lent widths and intensity ratios of all of the strong UV lines,
particularly N V. As a secondary element, nitrogenÏs rapidly
increasing abundance with increasing Z compensates for
the losses in V) emitted by gas illuminated by softerWj(Ncontinua in higher-luminosity quasars. For a Ðxed SED, an
increasing gas metallicity reduces the of the strongerWjlines of other heavy elements (the gas cools) and that of Lya
and especially He II (because of the increasing metal
opacity), while the weaker metal lines (e.g., inter-
combination lines such as C III] j1909) generally respond
positively. Weak lines such as O IV] j1402, formed in the
He`` zone, su†er from the signiÐcant drop in temperature
and their intensities remain roughly constant with increas-
ing Z. The interplay between the e†ects of a changing SED
and Z with L results in the observed luminosity-dependent
spectral variations.
However, the photoionization models only predict rela-
tions with a and Z. To get to relations with L , we have had
to adopt both an a-L relation and a Z-L relation. These two
relations, or at least their combined e†ect, must still be
calibrated empirically, from comparing emission-line
parameters to continuum Ñuxes, before the Baldwin e†ect
can be used as a real luminosity indicator for cosmological
tests.
Why should we expect a global relationship between Z
and quasar luminosity? and et al.HF93 Ferland (1996)
showed that the average N V/C IV and N V/He II ratios
increase systematically with redshift and/or luminosity.
They attributed this change in line ratios to an increase in
metallicity, as we do here. proposed that the lumi-HF93
nosity dependence of metallicity is really a mass-metallicity
relation. Because of their deeper potential wells, higher-
mass galaxies are better able to retain gas deposited during
stellar evolution than are lower-mass galaxies, so they have
a more rapid buildup of heavy elements in their nuclear
regions. Coupling this scenario with observations showing
that the most luminous quasars tend to reside in the most
massive galaxies (McLeod & Rieke et1995a, 1995b ; Bahcall
al. leads to a natural explanation for a global relation-1997)
ship between quasar luminosity and gas metallicity. To the
extent that luminosity evolution a†ects individual quasars,
the redshift-metallicity dependence would also require a
steady decrease in metallicity with time in individual
objects. suggested that this was because of dilution byHF93
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relation calculated for a range in metallicity Z (solid lines : top, Z\ 0.5 ; bottom, Z\ 10), and for the model in which both Z and theFIG. 3.ÈWj(C IV)ÈL uvSED are varied together (dashed line), shown overplotted on the observational results of et al. data adjusted to The relation ofOsmer (1994 ; q0\ 0). aox \ L uvet al. and a covering fraction of 0.5 were assumed. Metallicity variations may explain a large part of the observed scatter.Wilkes (1994)
lower Z gas falling into the nuclear regions throughout the
lives of these galaxies.
In addition, the simplest accretion disk models predict
that more luminous quasars should, in general, emit softer
continua et al. though the continuum emis-(Netzer 1992),
sion mechanism is far from understood. Together, these
form the basis of the proposed global L -SED-Z relation-
ship.
Can the noise in the Baldwin e†ect be eliminated, much
as an observer corrects for reddening? Metallicity should
scale with the mass of the host galaxy and not necessarily
the quasar luminosity, thus introducing noise. The impor-
tance of this e†ect can be estimated from whichFigure 3,
compares the observations of et al. to theOsmer (1994)
range covered by our models on the IV)-L diagram asWj(Cmetallicity is varied from half solar to 10 times solar. Just
making a correction on the basis of the N V/C IV ratio may
remove much of the scatter at high redshifts ; this is some-
thing that can be tested empirically. There are likely to be
additional sources of scatter as well : a spread in a at given
L ; the strength of any additional EUV bump above a
simple power-law continuum; variations in the cloud dis-
tributions ; line and continuum emission anisotropies ; and
variability (the e†ects of line-continuum lags and the intrin-
sic Baldwin e†ect ; Rivolo, & KoratkarKinney, 1990 ;
& Peterson Our aim is to use the more accu-Pogge 1992).
rate BLR model described here together with the measure-
ments of critical line and continuum strengths to distinguish
between as many of these e†ects as possible and guide us in
their empirical calibration. Even a factor of 2 reduction in
the scatter would be an important gain in our ability to use
these diagrams for cosmology.
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